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Abstract
A formal proof of a system correctness typically holds under a number of
assumptions. Leaving them implicit raises the chance of using the system in
a context that violates some assumptions, which in return may invalidate the
correctness proof. The goal of this paper is to show how combining informal and
formal techniques in the process of modelling and formal verification helps cap-
turing these assumptions. As we focus on embedded systems, the assumptions
are about the control software, the system on which the software is running and
the system’s environment. We present them as a list written in natural lan-
guage that supplements the formally verified embedded system model. These
two together are a better argument for system correctness than each of these
given separately.
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1 Introduction
Formal verification is a way to prove that certain properties are true or false
of a model of a system. The proof tells us something about the system, only
if the model is an adequate representation of the system. Figure 1 describes
activities that must be performed when designing a verification model [15].
In order to show that a system behaves as expected we do the following
steps. We start with a system and accompanying documentation, blueprints
and stakeholders wishes. We have to find out what the desired behaviour of
the system is, i.e. the system requirements that we are going to verify. We
then model (or we can say, we describe) the system with aim to include the
system parts, aspects and behaviours that influence these requirements. This is
represented with a left vertical arrow in the diagram in Fig.1. Requirements are
also formally described, as the right vertical arrow in the same diagram shows.
We want to know whether our system behaves as required. However, we
prove a formalization of the system requirements against the system model (up-
per horizontal arrow in Fig.1). The question now is how much confidence we
gained in the behaviour of the system (lower horizontal arrow in Fig.1), if the
proof performed was successful. Part of the answer to this question is deter-
mined by which assumptions we made about the system and its environment in
our formalization.
describedescribe
should 
satisfy
Formal description 
of the system 
(model)
Properties
System Requirements,behaviour
should 
provably
satisfy
Figure 1: The model is a formal description of the system. It can be formally
verified or checked it has the formalized properties.
While building the system model, we make various assumptions. These are
the assumptions about the parts of the system, about its behaviour and its
environment. Examples of such assumptions are:“We assume that the motors
work properly”, or “The maximum velocity of the launcher is smaller than the
maximum value that can be stored in the register responsible for storing its
value”. Usually, these assumptions are left implicit. Some people think that
they are too obvious to be explicitly stated, or they simply forget about them
because they do not document them in the moment when they were made.
Some of them are made subconsciously. But, it is important to be aware of
the following: Our formal model that is verified for the desired properties comes
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together with certain assumptions about the system. If the assumptions are false,
we cannot guarantee that the system will do what we proved.
In this paper the focus will be on capturing and documenting the assump-
tions during design of the verification model. We start from the hypothesis that
designing a formal model directly from nonformal descriptions leaves out a lot
of important decisions and assumptions implicit which then leaves the space
for errors and incorrectness. We will show how combining informal and formal
methods helps making the assumptions explicit.
In the next section, Sect.2, we will present the basic concepts from which
we start. Sect.3 introduces our illustrating example. In Sect.4 we will show
what steps we followed in the system modelling and will elaborate them on the
example. We will compare our work with related work in Sect.5. Discussion
and the future work, as well as the conclusion, are part of Sect.6.
2 Terminology and Basic Concepts
An embedded system consists of a controller and a controlled, physical
part. The controller itself consists of the control hardware, an operating system
and the control software. The control hardware can be a PC, but in most cases
it is a special purpose computer or a microprocessor embedded in a device,
machine or a plant. Note that, in contrast to our terminology, sometimes the
processor board, its hardware and the software running on it are referred to as
an embedded system.
Further on, we will use the term system for the embedded system. We
will use the term plant for the controlled, physical part, and reserve the term
environment for everything outside the embedded system. Figure 2 shows an
embedded system and its parts, as we view them.
Physical,
controlled
part
Sensors Control 
hardware
Plant Controller
Actuators
(Embedded) system
Operating 
system
Control 
software
Figure 2: Embedded system
We define assumptions as propositions about the control, plant or the
environment that must be true for a correctness property to hold. For example,
“If the temperature is between -10 and +50 oC”, (assumption) “then the device
works as specified”(correctness property).
Our approach is to focus on both the controller and the plant, as only their
interaction can produce the required behaviour of the embedded system. There-
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fore we provide models for both the plant and the control and verify their com-
position against the required behaviour. This is different to other approaches of
embedded system verification, where the control software is modelled and the
plant and its behaviour are represented with a number of assumptions. In those
approaches, events in the plant are usually not related (even if this is the case in
reality), but they are represented as nondeterministic events that may occur at
the control interface. The focus in those approaches is on software verification.
Our reasons to also model the plant are: (1) Requirements are about the
embedded system as a whole (not about the control only) and, (2) effects of
control faults are observable in the plant behaviour. Having a plant model helps
to trace back observable behaviour of the plant to control fragments responsible
for this behaviour.
In our approach we (1) start from the requirements for the embedded system,
(2) we model both the plant and the control and (3) we verify the composed
model of the plant and the control. In all these activities, we will make assump-
tions about the control, plant and environment.
3 The Lego Sorter
We demonstrate our approach with a Lego sorter, a small PLC-controlled
plant made of Lego bricks, DC motors, angle sensors and a colour scanner. The
requirement is:
R0: The Lego sorter should sort yellow and blue bricks according to their
colour.
At this point it is not stated where the bricks will come from. This informa-
tion will be added when we refine the requirement later on.
Figure 3 shows a top view of the plant and Fig.4 a side view (a short film
showing the plant at work is available on the project website [1]).
Motor 
C
Rotation
C
Motor 
B
Rotation
B
Light
Scanner
Queue
Motor 
A
Conveyor belt
Sorter
Figure 3: Top view on the Lego plant
Bricks are stored in a queue. Two wheels at the bottom of the queue move
the bottom brick to the conveyor belt. Bricks are transported by the conveyor
belt to the scanner and further on to the sorter. The scanner senses the colour
of a brick. The sorter consists of two fork-like arms. Each arm can rotate a
brick to one of the sides of the plant.
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Bricks enter the belt one after another and it is possible to have more than
one brick on the belt.
Queue
Motors 
B & C
Conveyor belt
Scanner
Sorter
Motor A
Figure 4: Side view on the Lego plant
The wheels of the queue and belt are coupled - this means that one motor is
moving them. The scanner is a sensor that can distinguish a yellow, blue or no
brick in front of it. Putting a brick of another colour in front of it would cause
the scanner to enter into an unknown state. Each sorter arm is controlled by
its own motor and has its own rotation sensor that senses the angle of the arm.
The starting angle is 0, and as the arm rotates it changes to 360 degrees.
4 Modelling Steps
In our example, the plant and the technical documentation of its parts are
given to us, as well as a natural language specification of the control software.
We have to verify system correctness, i.e. that an embedded system consisting
of the plant and a controller that implements the specification, satisfies the
requirement R0. The list below contains the steps that we performed while
modelling and verifying the system, noting relevant assumptions along the way.
(1) Specification of the requirement. Part of the modelling process is to for-
malise the intuitive understanding of the desired behaviour as formal prop-
erties. We have to describe the initial requirement informally, as good as
possible.
(2) Definition of a fragment to be modelled. First of all, the desired require-
ment possibly does not concern the overall embedded system, but is re-
alised by its fragment. Furthermore, not all aspects of a systems are
relevant to the requirement. Finally, we abstract from some parts as, for
example the operating system, as we assume that it works properly.
(3) Decomposition of the plant and of the requirements. Depending on the
requirements for the plant behaviour, we identify its relevant structures.
We can, for example, identify the plant through the processes realised in
it. Another way is to decompose to physical parts (or, as we call them,
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instruments). The structure that we identify (processes or instruments
or something else) implies a decomposition of the system. When decom-
posing a system, we simultaneously decompose the requirement, where
each sub-requirement should be satisfied by a system-component, and all
sub-requirements together should imply the original requirement.
(4) Description of the relevant behaviors of the plant. For each of the compo-
nents identified in the previous step we need a description of its behaviour.
(5) Definition of the representation of the plant within the controller. The
control observes the plant through sensors and change its behaviour via
actuators. Additionally, a history of data may be necessary to reconstruct
the relevant part of the real world in the control.
(6) Description of the control behaviour. In the context of our example we
assume that control specification is given.
(7) Formal description of the system. We formally describe both the plant
and the control behaviour. As we have chosen a model checking technique,
this means that we describe the system with automata. We also describe
formally the properties with a property specification language, as required
by the model checker used (in the model checker we chose it was a temporal
logic).
(8) Model verification. There are two things here. First we perform experi-
ments with the model to test its adequacy. Then we check if the property
holds for the model. Proving a property in case of model checking means
checking whether a certain state in the automata is reachable and possibly
whether a certain variable will have a certain value once that the state is
reached.
Although we present steps in a certain order, some steps revealed errors in
previous ones, so in fact this has been an iterative process. In each step we also
describe the system behaviour in informal language.
Problem Frames Technique
For realization of the first six steps we also use ideas of the problem frames
technique [10, 11] to classify the problem and to link the informal and formal
descriptions. Framing is a way to structure a problem. In Jackson’s approach,
a problem frame is a collection of domains, where each domain is a coherent
set of phenomena. Domains interfere through shared phenomena. The software
to be developed is called Machine by Jacskon and it is one of the domains in
the problem frame. The other domains are parts of the software environment,
like for example parts of a plant. A problem diagram shows all domains of a
problem, their interfaces and requirements to be satisfied. We give an example
of a problem diagram later.
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Verification Requirement
In earlier work, one of the authors developed a method for the derivation of
a correctness theorem [12, 16, 9]. There, a verification requirement is stepwise
extended with details about the system until a correctness theorem can be
proved. A Verification requirement contains descriptions of the plant, the control
and the system requirement. We formally state it as: A =⇒ (P ∧ C =⇒ R),
where P is the description of the plant behaviour, C is the description of the
controller, R is the description of the requirement, and A are the assumptions
that have to be satisfied. This method of proof is very similar to the reference
model of requirements engineering [7], but it was developed independently. We
have to prove formally the verification requirement in the formula.
Even if we do not write down instances of the verification requirement ex-
plicitly, it is possible to do so in every step. ”In every modelling activity there
is a mathematical theorem that we have in the back of our mind”, shows [9].
The same holds for the verification requirement. We can show that, at every of
the steps, we can state the verification requirement at the corresponding level
of formality. This can be too time-consuming to do in practice, but it helps to
be aware of this as we move from informal descriptions of the system to formal,
mathematical description.
Statecharts
Statecharts are proposed to be used as unofficial language to be used by
engineers describing real, reactive systems [8]. There are many proposed versions
of their semantics [14]and one of them is the Statemate semantics of statecharts.
The role of the statecharts in our method is to (1) describe behaviour of both
plant and the control, (2) be the starting point for using some model-checking
tool and to (3) contribute to the communication between formal verification
expert and a software engineer.
Uppaal
Uppaal [2] is a tool for model checking of timed automata and we use it for
the model checking. It is free and it is used in academical circles, as well as
for industrial applications. Both statecharts and Uppaal are techniques that we
chose for our example. However, in the steps that we propose, they are not the
only possible choice.
In the remainder of this section we present the steps for modelling imple-
mented on the Lego sorter.
4.1 Step (1) Specification of the Requirement
In the Lego sorter example the requirement for the plant is informally stated
as
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R0: “Eventually, the Lego sorter will sort the yellow and blue bricks according
to their colour”.
4.2 Step (2) Defininition of a Fragment to Be Modelled
We will model the whole Lego plant because all of its parts are relevant for
the requirement. But, not all the system aspects are relevant. We will not, for
example, describe the speed of the belt, because the requirement does not say
anything about the time to sort the bricks.
4.3 Step (3) Decomposition of the Plant and of the Re-
quirements
Figure 5 documents the first decomposition step, where R0 is a requirement
and a is the description of the interface between the plant P and the controller
C. The interface description a, describes the phenomena shared by the plant
and the controller.
Plant 
P
Controller
CR0
a
Figure 5: Problem diagram of the Lego plant and the Controller
Referring only to the domains modelled in the problem diagram, the verifi-
cation requirement in its first version is:
P ∧ C =⇒ R0.
In further steps we decompose the Plant to domains and we repeat the
process until we get the components that are object to the observable behaviour
addressed by the requirement and/or are objects of control observations and
actions. Plant and control are decomposed separately here. We can identify
physical parts and we define this decomposition as instrumental decomposition.
The second decomposition step of the system and the requirement is de-
scribed in Fig.6
The requirement R0 is refined to
R1: “Eventually all the bricks from the queue will be moved by the sorter to
the side corresponding to their colour”.
R1 is actually a conjunction of requirements about the queue and about the
sorter, R1 = R11 ∧R12, where
R11 = “Eventually all bricks of the Queue are gone” and
R12 = “Eventually all bricks are on the correct sides of the Sorter”.
At this point we make the following assumptions:
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Figure 6: Refined problem diagram of the Lego plant and the Controller
A1: We suppose that the computer hardware is working properly,
A2: The operating system supports the software that we design,
A3: The sampling period of the control is such that it can observe rotation
angle with sufficient granularity
A4: The PLC controller supports the desired sampling frequency
A5: An operator will put the bricks in the queue.
According to the first four assumptions, we ignore both controller hardware
and the operating system in the formal verification. Only the control software
needs to be verified. The last assumption refers to the system environment and
it expresses a requirement about a user.
Part of this step is the description of each domain and each interface. We
describe the domains in natural language first. Also, problem diagrams are
supported with a notation that allows us to describe interfaces as sets of phe-
nomena. Sets are grouped by the interface they are part of, and the domain that
can initiate or change the phenomena in the set. We found these descriptions
useful because later on, the phenomena on the interfaces will be mapped on
events in the statecharts.
We continue with the descriptions of each domain and interface.
Domains
Queue: The queue is a container that can hold bricks (of any color). If
there are bricks in the queue, one brick rests on the wheels coupled with belt.
Belt: The Belt can move, thereby transporting a brick from the queue to
the scanner and further on. The length of the belt and bricks is such that there
can be a maximum of two bricks on the belt.
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Scanner: The scanner can recognize the color of a brick that passes in front
of it. It distinguishes blue and yellow bricks, and the absence of bricks.
If there is a brick of a different colour present in front of the scanner, it
will recognize it as either a yellow or a blue brick. There is a minimal distance
between the bricks, so that the scanner recognize them as separate.
SorterThe sorter can rotate its arms, but the control should ensure that
they are not rotated both at the same time. Which arm is rotated depends on
which motor is switched on.
Control software: The controller can turn on and off the belt and the
sorter arms, it can observe the sorter arm angle and it receives data about the
brick’s presence and colour in front of the scanner. We are starting with the
following natural language control specification.
The controller is continuously receiving one of the three possible values from
the scanner (blue, yellow or nothing). The controller switches the belt on, as
soon as there is no brick at the scanner. The controller switches the belt on if
the sorter is idle. It switches the belt off, if there is a brick in the sorter and a
brick at the scanner. The controller causes the sorter arms to move according
to the colour of the brick in the sorter. After it receives a full rotation angle
from the rotation sensor, it switches off the sorter arm.
Interfaces
Interface a1: The controller switches the belt on and off.
Interface a2: The scanner sends one out of the 3 values to the controller -
blue, yellow or nothing.
Interface a3: The sorter sends the angle positions of the arms to the con-
troller; the controller switches each sorter arm on and off.
Interface p1: The first brick (yellow or blue) in the queue moves to the
belt, or nothing moves to the belt.
Interface p2: The scanner detects whether there is either nothing or a
yellow brick or a blue one at the scanner position.
Interface p3: If a brick is at the end of the belt and the belt is moving (and
the sorter is idle), then the brick moves to the Sorter.
In the notation of problem diagrams, we can describe this as:
a1: Controller! {belt start, belt stop}
This means that controller can cause events belt start and belt stop. These will
be events in the statecharts later.
a2: Sc! {nothing at scanner, yellow brick at scanner, blue brick at scanner}
a3:
Controller! {yellow arm start, yellow arm stop, blue arm start, blue motor stop}
So! {yellow sorter angle, blue sorter angle}
The sorter can cause the values of yellow sorter angle etc. to change. These
will be variables in the statecharts later on.
p1: B! {blue brick moves to belt, yellow brick moves to belt, nothing moves to belt}
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p2: B! {blue brick is at scanner, yellow brick is at scanner, nothing is at scanner}
p3: B! {blue brick moves to sorter, yellow brick moves to sorter}
At this point there are more assumptions that we made:
A6: The rotation sensors and motors that move the sorter arms and the belt
are working properly and transmitting signals instantaneously.
A7: Bricks are standard Lego bricks (50mm x 15mm x 7mm) that fit in the
Queue.
A8: The scanner observes the colour all the time (level-based, not edge-based)
A9: There are only blue and yellow bricks in the Queue.
A10: The plant has to be put on a flat horizontal surface, in order not to have
gravity force moving bricks.
The consequence of the assumption A6 is that we do not need to decompose
further the domains on the plant side and to describe sensors and actuators.
They are assumed to be perfect (i.e. no latency, no broken parts).
The verification requirement at this stage can be elaborated into:
A =⇒ (Q ∧B ∧ Sc ∧ So ∧ C =⇒ R1),
where A, Q, B, Sc, So are formal descriptions of the assumptions, queue,
belt, scanner and sorter respectively (yet to be found). Compared to the previ-
ous version of the verification requirement, we added assumptions and decom-
posed the plant into four domains. Note that in the verification requirement
we do not have explicit interfaces. The composition is done by the logical ∧,
and all phenomena taking place on the interfaces should be part of the domain
descriptions sharing the interface.
4.4 Step (4) Description of the relevant behaviors of the
plant
The uncontrolled plant has the potential for a great variety of behaviour,
most of which is undesired. The task of the control is to keep the plant within
the desired behaviour. When we try to prove this property of the control, we
have to consider the plant desired behaviour, but also undesired plant behaviour
(and show that the plant will not do it). Usually we have hundreds of pages of
technical documentation that contain informal descriptions of all behaviours of
plant components. Modelling all undesired behaviour is an enormous amount
of work and moreover, not necessary for our verification problem.
We do not consider the possibility that any part of the system can be broken
or malfunctioning, like it is done in fault tolerant systems design. Considering
malfunctioning devices in the plant would be part of another problem, to be
modelled separately [11]. This means we only need to consider undesirable
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Desired plant
behaviour
Possible behaviour 
as reaction to the 
control actions
All possible 
behaviours Controller
Figure 7: Diagram of the descriptions of the plant and control behaviour.
plant behaviour that results from actions by the control software - the only part
of the controller we are not assuming to be correct (see also Fig.7).
In the Lego sorter example, the controller does not change the speed of the
belt or sorter arms, it turns them on and off.
Queue
Figure 8 shows the state diagram describing the queue behaviour. It de-
scribes events of a brick entering out from the queue. A brick can be yellow or
blue.
blue_brick_moves_to_belt [bricksInQ > 0] /
 bricksInQ--
QueueEmpty
yellow_brick_moves_to_belt [bricksInQ > 0] / 
bricksInQ--
QueueNotEmpty
Entry / 
bricksInQ := NrBlocks
[bricksInQ = 0] /
Figure 8: State diagram of the queue behaviour
Belt
Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 are statecharts describing the belt behaviour. It
can be seen that belt does the three different things simultanelously - it takes
bricks from the queue, it delivers each brick to the scanner and it delivers it
further to the sorter. The first state diagram shows the possibility of the belt
being turned on and off at any time, which is what we define by ’all possible’
behaviours. The other statescharts show its desirable behaviour.
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belt_start/
belt_stop/
Off On
Figure 9: State diagram of the Belt (01)
belt_stop / belt_start /
blue_brick_moves_to_belt
[n < BricksOnBelt_max & 
bricksInQ > 0] / 
colour[n] := Blue,
n++ yellow_brick_moves_to_belt
[n < BlocksOnBelt_max & 
blocksInQ > 0] / 
colour[n] := Yellow,
n++
[bricksInQ = 0]/
Belt Off
Taking Bricks All Bricks 
Taken
Figure 10: State diagram of the Belt (02)
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belt_start /
belt_stop /
belt_start 
[colour[0] = Blue] /
belt_stop /
belt_start 
[colour[0] = Yellow] /
blue_brick_is_at_scanner
[colour[0] = Blue  & new = True] /
yellow_brick_is_at_scanner
colour[0] = Yellow & new = True/
nothing_is_at_scanner /
new := False
nothing_is_at_scanner /
new := False
Belt Init
New = True
Nothing Is
At Scanner
Blue 
Delivered
To Scanner
Yellow
Delivered
To Scanner
Belt Off
Figure 11: State diagram of the Belt (03)
nothing_is_at_scanner
[colour[0] = Blue] /
nothing_is_at_scanner
[colour[0] = Yellow] /
blue_brick_moves_to_sorter/
n--, 
new = True
colour[0] := colour[1],
colour[1] := Nothing
yellow_brick_moves_to_sorter/
n--, 
new = True
colour[0] := colour[1],
colour[1] := Nothing
Deliver To
Sorter Init
Blue Between
S & S
Yellow 
Between
S & S
Figure 12: State diagram of the Belt (04)
Scanner
The state diagram in Fig. 13 shows the behaviour of the scanner - as soon as
the leading edge of a yellow (blue) brick is in front of it (events blue brick is at scanner
and yellow brick is at scanner), it will change the value that corresponds to yel-
low (blue) colour (the change is described by actions blue brick at scanner and
yellow brick at scanner). This value is read by the controller. When there is
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nothing in front of the scanner, the value will correspond to this state (event
nothing is at scanner and action nothing at scanner).
blue_brick_is_at_scanner /
blue_brick_at_scanner
nothing_is_at_scanner / 
nothing_at_scanner
yellow_brick_is_at_scanner / 
yellow_brick_is_at_scanner
nothing_is_at_scanner / 
nothing_at_scanner
Scanning No 
Brick
Blue Brick
At Scanner
Yellow Brick
At Scanner
Figure 13: Scanner state diagram
Sorter
The behaviour of the sorter is described in Fig.14. This is the behaviour
that an observer standing besides the plant can observe. We start with a sorter
that is empty and neither of its arms are rotating. The belt brings a block to
the sorter and later on, the controller turns on a corresponding arm. After it
makes a full rotation, the controller turns off the arm. Starting one of the arms
too early or rotating them both at the same time is an undesired behaviour
described by the ’Wrong Sorting’ state and events that leads to it.
Yellow Brick
At Sorter
Blue Arm
Rotating
Yellow Arm
Rotating
Wrong
Sorting
(undesired)
blue_brick_moves_to_sorter / yellow_brick_moves_to_sorter /
blue_arm_start /
b_angle := 0
yellow_arm_start /
y_angle := 0yellow_arm_start,
blue_arm_start /
yellow_arm_start,
blue_arm_stop [b_angle != FullRot]/
blue_arm_start,
yellow_arm_stop [y_angle != FullRot]/
after (T_angInc) /
b_angle += 24,
blue_arm_angle++
blue_arm_stop /
b_angle := 0,
blue_arm_angle := 0,
blueSortedCnt++
yellow_arm_stop /
y_angle := 0,
yellow_arm_angle := 0,
yellowSortedCnt++Sorter Idle
yellow_arm_start /
Blue Brick
At Sorter blue_arm_start /
after (T_angInc) /
y_angle += 24,
yellow_arm_angle++
Figure 14: Sorter state diagram
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4.5 Step (5) Definition of the representation of the plant
within the controller
This step is intertwined with the next one, the control software description.
Our controller will have to keep track of total number of bricks in front of the
scanner and in the sorter and their colour. We did not represent a brick in the
model, but when it arrives at the sorter, the information about its colour is not
sensed any more by the scanner. The scanner is now sensing no brick or another
brick, so it is necessary to store the colour in a variable.
4.6 Step (6) Description of Control Software Behaviour
In this step we implemented the control specification written in natural
language in our model. There is no one possible translation of the natural
language specification to the statecharts or any formal description. We chose
to implement it to subcontrols - processes controlling parts of the plant (this is
object oriented control decomposition). These subcontrols are not independent
since they share data. Diagram in Fig.15 shows which processes share data.
Belt_Ctrl
c1
c2
c3
c4
Scanner_Obs Delay
Sorter_Ctrl
Figure 15: Control decomposed
State diagrams on figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 shows the controller behaviour.
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blue_brick_at_scanner /
start_timer,
colourSort := Blue
/ belt_start
yellow_brick_at_scanner /
start_timer,
colourSort := Yellow
sorted /
blue_brick_at_scanner /
belt_stop,
tmp := Blue
yellow_brick_at_scanner /
belt_stop,
tmp := Yellow
sorted /
belt_start,
start_timer,
colourSort := tmp
Moving
Scn_0_Srt_0
Moving
Scn_0_Srt_1
Stopped
Scn_1_Srt_1
Figure 16: Belt control process
start_timer /after (T_Scn_2_Sorter_max) /
sort
Ready
Moving
Scn_1_Srt_0
Figure 17: Delay process
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blue_brick_at_scanner / 
colourAtScanner := Blue
nothing_at_scanner / 
yellow_brick_at_scanner / 
colourAtScanner := Yellow
nothing_at_scanner /
No Brick At
Scanner Model
Blue Brick
At Scanner 
Model
Yellow Brick
At Scanner 
Model
Figure 18: Scanner control process
The state diagram in Fig.19 shows the sorter control. It shows that the
control starts rotating one of the sorter arms after an event sort occurs. We do
not have a brick sensor in the sorter, but we previously measured the maximal
time for a brick to arrive from the scanner to the sorter (for this the Delay
process is responsible). On the sort action), the sorter starts rotating. After the
arm has made a full rotation, it waits for another brick to arrive (another sort
action).
sort [colourSort = Blue] / 
blue_arm_start
sort [colourSort = Yellow] / 
yellow_arm_start
[blue_arm_angle == 15] /
blue_arm_stop,
sorted
[yellow_arm_angle == 15] /
yellow_arm_stop,
sorted
Sorter Ctrl
Ready
Blue Arm
Rotating
Yellow Arm
Rotating
Figure 19: Sorter control process
Assumptions made while describing the control are:
A11: The sorter should start with the proper initial position, so that its arms
do not block the brick arriving from the belt.
A12: There is a minimal distance between bricks so that
AA12.1: There is always ”nothing at scanner” observed by Scanner before the
new brick is observed and
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AA12.2: There will be no new brick in front of the Scanner before a previous
brick moves to the Sorter.
A13: The order of events of the leading edge of a brick observed and a new
brick entirely on the belt is not deterministic. It can happen that a brick
arrives in front of the scanner before previous brick is sorted
A14: The plant is started with a brick laying neither on the Belt nor in the
Sorter.
These assumptions are related to the design decisions for the control. The
assumption A11 is made because with the rotation sensor and sorter as they are
given to us, it is possible only to measure the angle change relative to the initial
arm position. (It is not possible to measure whether the sorter arms are in the
horizontal position.) Figure 20 shows irregular starting position of the sorter,
which prevents a brick from entering.
Figure 20: Irregular position of a sorter arm that prevents a brick from entering
The assumptions A12.1 and A12.2 can be dropped if we have decided to design
a control in a different way. For example, we could model the speed of the belt
and time needed for a brick to pass along the scanner, which would enable
distinguishing bricks attached to each other even if they are of a same colour.
The assumption A13 results from observing the plant.
4.7 Step (7): Formal Description of the System: Timed
Automata Description
When we are deriving the Uppaal model from the statecharts, there are
rules applied straightforward and there are modelling decisions related to the
tool itself. We translated states of the statecharts into Uppaal locations and
events to Uppaal channels. But, there were additional things that we have to
decide for ourselves how to describe in Uppaal. For example, in Uppaal time
is described explicitly and, although we are not interested in time that a brick
needs to come from the queue to the sorter, we have to state it explicitly there.
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Environment
Figures 21 and 22 show the Uppaal implementation of the Queue statechart.
The auxilliary automaton is one of the ’tricks’ we need when modelling in Uppaal
in order to enable transition (channel) x.
QueueNotEmpty
QueueEmpty
blocksInQ--
yellow_block_moves_to_belt?
blocksInQ > 0
blocksInQ--
blue_block_moves_to_belt?
blocksInQ > 0
blocksInQ == 0
x?
Figure 21: Uppaal model of the Queue
x!
Figure 22: Auxiliary automaton
Figures 23, 24, 25 and 26 represent the timed-automata descriptions of the
belt and its all possible responses to events on its interfaces.
Off On
belt_start?
belt_stop?
Figure 23: Uppaal model of the belt moving or being stopped
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BeltOff
TakingBlocks
x < T_bOut
AllBlocksTaken
belt_start?
x := 0
belt_stop?
blue_block_moves_to_belt!
colour[n]:=Blue,
n++,
x:=0,
blueCnt++
n < BlocksOnBelt_max, 
blocksInQ > 0
yellow_block_moves_to_belt!
colour[n]:=Yellow,
n++,
x:=0,
yellowCnt++
n < BlocksOnBelt_max,
blocksInQ > 0
nothing_moves_to_belt!
n == BlocksOnBelt_max,
blocksInQ > 0
x:=0
blocksInQ == 0
x := 0 nothing_moves_to_belt!
x < T_bOut
x := 0
Figure 24: Uppaal model of the belt taking bricks from the queue
BeltInit
NothingIsAtScanner
x <= T_atScn
BlueDeliveredToScanner
x <= T_passScn
YellowDeliveredToScanner
x <= T_passScn
Boff
belt_start?
x := 0,
new := true
colour[0] == Blue, 
new == true
blue_block_is_at_scanner!
x := 0 x := 0
yellow_block_is_at_scanner!
colour[0] == Yellow,
new == true
nothing_is_at_scanner!
x := 0,
new := false
nothing_is_at_scanner!
x := 0,
new := falsebelt_stop?
colour[0] == Blue
belt_start?
x := 0
belt_stop?
belt_start?
colour[0] == Yellow
x := 0
colour[0]==0 or new == false, 
x == T_atScn
x := 0
Figure 25: Uppaal model of the belt transporting brick to the scanner
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DeliverToSorterInit
BlueBetweenSandS
x <= T_toSrt
YellowBetweenSandS
x <= T_toSrt
colour[0] == Blue
nothing_is_at_scanner?
x := 0
colour[0] == Yellow
x := 0
nothing_is_at_scanner?
blue_block_moves_to_sorter!
n--, 
new := true,
x := 0,
colour[0] := colour[1],
colour[1] := Nothing
yellow_block_moves_to_sorter!
n--, 
new := true,
x := 0,
colour[0] := colour[1],
colour[1] := Nothing
Figure 26: Uppaal model of the belt transporting brick to the sorter
The Uppaal model of the Scanner (figure 27) has a committed location be-
cause we assumed that event of scanner signalling a brick arrival to the Machine
happens in infinitely short time after actual brick arriving at the Scanner.
ScanningNoBlock
BlueBlockAtScanner YellowBlockAtScanner
blue_block_is_at_scanner?
yellow_block_is_at_scanner?
blue_block_at_scanner!
yellow_block_at_scanner!
nothing_is_at_scanner?
nothing_is_at_scanner?
nothing_at_scanner!
nothing_at_scanner!
Figure 27: Uppaal model of the scanner
On the figure 28 the Uppaal model of the Sorter is shown.
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SorterIdle
YellowBlockAtSorterBlueBlockAtSorter
YellowArmRotating
x <= T_angIncBlueArmRotating
x <= T_angInc
UndesiredSort
yellow_block_moves_to_sorter?
blue_block_moves_to_sorter?
x:=0,
y_angle := 0
yellow_arm_start?blue_arm_start?
x:=0,
b_angle := 0
x == T_angInc
y_angle += 
y_angle < 360 ? 24 : -360,
yellow_arm_angle++,
x := 0
yellow_arm_stop?
y_angle := 0,
yellow_arm_angle := 0,
yellowSortedCnt++
blue_arm_stop?
b_angle := 0,
blue_arm_angle:=0,
blueSortedCnt++
blue_arm_angle==15
b_angle += 
b_angle < 360 ? 24 : -360,
blue_arm_angle++,
x := 0
x == T_angInc
yellow_arm_start? blue_arm_start?
yellow_arm_start? blue_arm_start?
yellow_arm_start?
blue_arm_start?
blue_arm_angle != 15
blue_arm_stop?
yellow_arm_angle != 15
yellow_arm_stop?
Figure 28: Uppaal model of the sorter
Control
The model of the process controlling the belt (figure 29) has the same struc-
ture as the statechart, but there are again committed locations that describe
actions (channels) that occur at the same time (that are atomic).
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Init
Moving_Scn_0_Srt_0
Moving_Scn_0_Srt_1
Stopped_Scn_1_Sort_1
belt_start!
blue_block_at_scanner?
x := 0,
colourSort := Blue
yellow_block_at_scanner?
x := 0,
colourSort := Yellow
blue_block_at_scanner?
tmp := Blue
yellow_block_at_scanner?
tmp := Yellow
belt_stop!
sorted?
x := 0
sorted?
x := 0,
colourSort := tmp
belt_start!
start_timer!
start_timer!
Figure 29: Uppaal model of the Belt control process
The process that triggers the sorter to start sorting is the Delay process,
shown on the figure 30.
Moving_Scn_1_Srt_0
x <= T_Scn_2_Sorter_max
start_timer?
x := 0
x == T_Scn_2_Sorter_max
sort!
x := 0
Figure 30: Uppaal model of the Delay process
It has variables that keep the information about the colour observed; these
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are so called model variables - they represent the Scanner in the control.
Finally, figures 31 and 32 show the Uppaal model of the scanner and sorter
control processes.
NoBlockAtScannerModel
YellowBlockAtScannerModelBlueBlockAtScannerModel
yellow_block_at_scanner?
colourAtScanner := Yellow
nothing_at_scanner?
blue_block_at_scanner?
colourAtScanner := Blue
nothing_at_scanner?
Figure 31: Uppaal model of Scanner control process
When the timer measuring the time needed for a brick to arrive from the
scanner to the sorter expires, the controller starts one of the sorter arms. Vari-
able colourSort represents the brick in the sorter with the information of its
colour. Upon turning the arm on, its angle is sensed and, when the arm makes
a full rotation, the arm is stopped. After the arm is stopped, the sorter is ready
to accept a new brick.
SorterCtrlReady
YellowArmRotating
yellow_arm_angle <= 15
BlueArmRotating
blue_arm_angle <= 15
sort?
colourSort == Blue
blue_arm_start!
sorted!sorted!
yellow_arm_angle == 15
yellow_arm_stop!
blue_arm_angle == 15
blue_arm_stop!
colourSort == Yellow
yellow_arm_start!
Figure 32: Uppaal model of Sorter control process
4.8 Step (9): Model Verification
Part of the verification is model testing. Is the model an adequate represen-
tation of the real system? There are some system properties that we represented
by using time in Uppaal and we check whether we have done this correctly by
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block_out
block_out
block_outblock_at_scanner
block_at_scanner
Figure 33: Two possible scenarios describing brick progression from the queue
to the scanner
block_at_scanner
block_at_sorter
block_at_scanner block_sorted
block_sorted block_at_scanner
Figure 34: Two possible scenarios describing brick progression from the Scanner
to the Sorter
model checking. For example, modelling progression of a brick was not easy
thing to do in Uppaal. As we mentioned before, our requirement is functional,
not a timing property, so we did not put accurate times between events of brick
getting out of the queue, passing the scanner and moving into the sorter. How-
ever, we wanted to include all possible scenarios and exclude those that are not
possible.
We tuned times in different automata in order to show the scenarios shown
in figures 33 and 34. By model checking we checked whether the scenarios are
indeed shown in our model.
The requirement R1 is translated into the property of bricks being sorted in
appropriate sides. Since we have automata-based model, we are checking if the
system model will reach the state where all bricks are sorted.
For all paths it will eventually hold the following:
(1) The number of the blue (yellow) bricks that were moved out from the Queue
is the same as the number of the blue (yellow) bricks on the side of the sorter
that sorts blue (yellow) bricks and
(2) The sum of the sorted blue and yellow bricks is the same as the initial number
of the bricks put in the Queue.
The second statement prevents the query to be true at the beginning when
counters are zero.
In the Uppaal we write this in linear temporal logic:
A<> BeltFromQueue.blueCnt == Sorter.blueSortedCnt and
BeltFromQueue.yellowCnt == Sorter.yellowSortedCnt and
BeltFromQueue.blueCnt + BeltFromQueue.yellowCnt == NrBricks
Uppaal verified both statements to be true of the model. If we look back
at the verification requirement that we started from, A =⇒ (P ∧ C =⇒ R),
we see that with Uppaal tool we proved that (P ∧ C =⇒ R). This is how far
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we can go with the formal proof. The assumptions are the informal part that
comes together with the formal part of our proof.
5 Related Work
The need to combine, intertwine, interleave or bring closer informal and
formal methods has been already stressed by several authors. Some of these
are general discussions, like the panel discussion about integration of the meth-
ods, where participants concluded that the main object of integration is “...to
make formal methods easier to apply and to make informal methods more rig-
orous.” [3]. Note that this is not our goal; we want to increase confidence in
the applicability of a formal proof to a particular system by making explicit the
assumptions made by the formal proof about the system.
The value of informal language as part of the process of formal specification
was stressed by Le Chariler and Flener [4] in one of a series of papers debating
how formal methods should be used in practice and what are the myths sur-
rounding them. Meyer showed actually the reverse, namely how formal spec-
ification leads to a better natural language description [13] by revisiting well
known example of text-processing problem.
There are also papers exploring the combination of different formal and in-
formal techniques. Yeung and Leung [17] argue for intertwining formal and
informal methods in the initial software specification stage, and use JSD struc-
ture diagrams and CSP language for this purpose. Fraser et. al. [6] described
combining informal, structured analysis (SA) and formal Vienna Development
Method (VDM) techniques for elicitation and assurance of requirements. Again,
our purpose is not to combine formal and informal methods, but to increase con-
fidence in a formal proof by identifying assumptions.
There is another group of authors working on formalization of the UML.
Among them, Choppy and Reggio combined this approach with the problem
frames technique [5].
An important difference between all these approaches and our work is that
we would like to stay independent of the tools and techniques and that our focus
is slightly different. We are not formalizing a specific informal technique to a
particular formal language. Strictly speaking, formalizing an informal technique
results in a formal technique; it does not result in the combination of formal and
informal technique. We are focused on all informal aspects of the formal veri-
fication that should be brought from implicit presence to explicit, documented
libraries and documents. Also, we believe that although modelling is a creative
process, there are steps that can be described in guidelines specialized for par-
ticular classes of problems. These guidelines should capture best practices in the
design of a verification model for a certain class of problems. Another difference
is that our work is focused on both software and its environment and we, in the
end, prove behaviour of the plant, not of the software.
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6 Discussion and Conclusion
We presented the steps we followed while modelling an embedded system. In
the different stages we captured different assumptions. During the first stage, we
considered such things as the operating system and hardware of the computer on
which the control is implemented, processor speed, deviations from the sampling
times. As we progressed with describing the plant behaviour, we have put
constraints (made assumptions) to its parts and the way the plant will be used by
other people. While we were describing the control, the initialization conditions
were raised. These are the conditions that have to be satisfied before starting
on the plant and before starting the controller. The fact that we describe the
embedded system behaviour and requirements imposed to its parts, and not only
the software was helpful to identify the assumptions about the environment.
Assumptions. Why is it useful to capture the assumptions? If we look
at the system as a box that we are delivering with confidence that it behaves
as required, then the list of assumptions is a label that should be put on this
box, e.g. “This lift will work as described if the total weight of passengers
is less than 300 kilos.” Although written informally, these assumptions come
together with the formal verification proof and they increase our confidence in
the applicability of this proof on a particular system.
However, we can never be sure that we captured all important assumptions.
The more experience we have with similar systems, the more we can be sure
that we did not forget essential assumptions. If we could have a library of
subproblems and corresponding modelling patterns, we should also provide a
library of assumptions that are usually made in these subproblems and faults
that occur if we make wrong assumptions. For example, the model of our Lego
sorter could possibly be (re)used for systems with conveyor belts.
For some of the assumptions we (subjectively) decided that they are too
obvious to be put in the list with the assumptions. For example, we did not put
the possibility of turning on the motors in the wrong direction. Our controller
cannot observe this and cannot do anything about it when it occurs.
”Why not formalize these assumptions and add them to the model?”, one
may ask. Formalization would be too difficult, maybe even impossible. An
example is the difficulty to formally describe the assumption of the plant be-
ing placed on a flat horizontal surface. Other assumptions may be formally
described more easily, but in our experience this results in the model that is
too big for model checking and too complex to be understood by other people.
(And we want the model to be understandable for other colleagues and used as
means of communication with them, and small enough to be handled by model
checking tools. )
What happens if we want to drop out one of the assumptions? We can
distinguish two kinds of assumptions related to this question. First are the
assumptions that, if they were dropped and if we still wanted to have a correct
system, we would have to design more sophisticated control. For example, if we
want to have a plant that can start with a brick already present in front of the
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scanner, we could change our control in a way that it deals with this. But there
are the assumptions that, if dropped, cannot be compensated for by making the
control more complex. For example, putting sorter arms in the initial position
is necessary, because the rotation sensor that we have can sense only a relative
change of the angle. It cannot observe absolute angles.
If we had an experienced modeller, would he write down all these assump-
tions if he started making the Uppaal model immediately, without making prob-
lem diagrams and statechart models first? This is an empirical question, but a
priori something can be said: a formal verification expert may not be a domain
expert and she needs a means of communication with a domain expert. Each of
the steps has a different level of abstraction of the system and problem diagrams
and statecharts can serve as a means of communication with other people that
are not model checking experts.
Problem Frames. The problem frames technique is useful in a phase of
identifying relevant parts of the plant and relating them to both the require-
ments and the software. Problem diagrams are similar to context diagrams, but
one important difference is that they contain requirements as well. One of the
critiques addressed to the problem frames technique however is that it does not
give an answer how to recompose the solutions for the subproblems identified
in the system decomposition. We plan to look at this in future work.
Statecharts. We used statecharts as a tool that could be understood by
a software engineer, who does not necessary have to be a formal verification
expert. They can be used for a communication between these two roles.
Also, we had the idea of having statecharts as a common system model from
which we can continue using different model checking languages and tools. But
we found that there is no such thing as a single statechart model that abstracts
from all behaviour modelling model checkers. Certain properties are modelled
in one way in one model checker and in another way in the other model checker,
and they have no shared statecharts abstraction. Also, statecharts semantics
almost certainly differs from a model checker semantics.
So, the price that we have to pay for having them for the communication
between software engineer and formal verification expert is that this puts us in
danger of having to make additional diagrams that may not represent correctly
the more detailed model checking automata.
Uppaal Uppaal is a useful and powerful tool for proving timing properties.
In our example we needed time explicitly to describe block progress from the
scanner to the sorter. Moreover, although our requirement is functional, not
timing, we could imagine that it would be necessary to prove also that sorting
will be finished in reasonable time. In our future work, we plan to use other
model checking tools and compare them.
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